Abstract. A generalized Euler-Maclaurin sum formula is established for product integration based on piecewise Lagrangian interpolation. The integrands considered may have algebraic or logarithmic singularities. The results are used to obtain accurate convergence rates of numerical methods for Fredholm and Volterra integral equations with singular kernels.
The approximation /(/) on /¡ ^ / < /¡+1, / = 0, ■ ■ • , zzz -1, is taken to be the (zz -l)th degree polynomial interpolating tof(ttk), k = 1, ■ --, n.
The main aim of the paper is to establish a generalized Euler-Maclaurin sum formula for the above methods. In Section 2, we describe the quadrature rules in more detail and prove a basic lemma. An Euler-Maclaurin sum formula is established for "smooth" and weakly singular g(t) in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, we apply these results to obtain accurate convergence rates of numerical schemes for Fredholm and Volterra integral equations with singular kernels. 
This is the zzzzz point quadrature rule with which this paper is concerned. The weights are calculated by evaluating the integrals analytically. The error functional for this rule is (2.2) EM) = I.O) -Iff) = 1.0 -1).
In the following lemma, an expression for the error functional is obtained. The result follows on substituting (2.10) into (2.5). D
Remark. Clearly, aft), r = 0, • • -, p -n, also depend on uk,k = I, ■■■ ,n. In addition, it should be noted that Lemma 2.1 is valid for any absolutely integrable g(t).
For fixed s, 0 ^ s g 1, the sum + "'t! hn+r + 4f oer+fs) ds f gis)f+r+1)is) ds
The above equation is a generalized Euler-Maclaurin expansion for the error functional.
If uk, k = 1, ••• , zz, are chosen such that In the case that g(t) = 1 and a symmetric rule is used, the coefficients of the odd powers of h are zero, and so the expansion is in integer powers of h2. It should be noted that, for general g(t), this does not happen, as, in general, the rule is not symmetric. 4 . Singular g(t). In this section, we shall consider the case where g(t) has a finite number of algebraic or logarithmic singularities.
Firstly, we shall establish an Euler-Maclaurin sum formula when ] to g(t)fn+r)(t), we find that To illustrate this, we take g(t) = r~1/a and determine the conditions necessary for optimal convergence in the cases « = 2 and zz = 3.
If zz = 2, we require (4. Numerical results for various stepsizes are tabulated in Table 1 . The order of convergence can be seen to be three and four and a half, respectively. Remark. All computations were done in double-precision arithmetic on the IBM 360/50 computer at the Australian National University.
The extension of (4.4) to a git) which includes terms of the form In /, ln(l -/), In \t -vk\ and sgn (/ -v¡) In \t -v¡\ can be made by differentiation with respect to ß, co, y and 5, respectively. To illustrate this, we consider the case when Again, if (4.5) holds, the first term in (4.9) is deleted. For illustrative purposes, it is sufficient to consider the case Kit, s) = Pit, s)Qit, s).
The application of product integration to the integral term in (5.1) yields the numerical scheme We shall now indicate how the results of Section 4 can be extended to obtain accurate estimates for (5.5). It will be assumed that Q(t, s)y(s) is p + 1 times continuously differentiable with respect to s.
The direct application of the results in Section 4 yields the following estimates for£: The generalized Fourier transforms in (5.9) and (5.10) can be evaluated by the standard integrals given in [4, Eq. (6.14)]. Substituting the resulting asymptotic expansions for Gx(ta, q/h) and G2(tih q/h), q = 0, 1, • • • , into (4.2), we obtain in the same way as [4] A Z \h + xh -taVxiU + xh) = f |s -taV z(s)
Hence, it is easy to verify that for g(t) defined by (5.7), Eq. In a similar way, it can be shown that for git) = In |/ -/i;| the order terms in (4.9) have to be replaced by Oilnitii)h^/ta'n) + 0(ln(l -ta)hp+1/(l -ttiT*).
We thus obtain the estimates (iii) E = oí A" J w(s) ds) + 0(A"+1 + 7) for Pit, s) -\t -s\y, and (iv) E = oí A" j co(s) c/sj + 0(A"+1ln A) for P(t, s) = ln|i -s\.
As an example, consider the equation P2it, s) = ln|i -s\, P3it, s) = ln(2zr -t -s), Pt(t, s) = ln(7 + s), Px = Q2 = Q3 = 04= 1, which has the solution yit) = 1/(1 + t In 2).
Atkinson [1] has applied the product Simpson rule (ux = 0, u2 = \, u3 = 1, J0 co(s) ds = 0) to this equation. Although the rate of convergence was observed to be approximately 0(h*), only 0(h3) convergence was established. The above estimates yield 0(h4 In h) convergence. The above can also be extended to Volterra integral equations of the second kind with singular kernels. Linz [3] applies a product Simpson and a product block by block method based on the points ux = 0, zz2 = \, u3 = 1 to the equation yit) = Git) + f f^# *, / £ o, Jo (/ -s) and estimates order three convergence. The correct order for both methods is three and a half.
Remark. The extension of (4.4) (and hence (5.1)) to the general case with singularities of the form (4.1) where vk, pJ may depend linearly on h can be made by a splitting similar to the above and a similar analysis to that given in Ninham and Lyness [5] . The details of such an analysis however are beyond the scope of this paper.
